
22/1/2016 

The Honorable Mr. Stirling Hinchcliffe, 

Minister for Transport 

Doc John Jamieson 

Animal Chiropractor 

www.docjamieson.com 

mail@docJamleson.com 

PO Box78 

Brlbie Island 4507 

I am writing to you regarding a complaint that I hand delivered to Beenlelgh Transport on 21/1/2015. This 
complaint was regarding my request for an investigation and to provide me with information, 
documentation and an explanation regarding my Motor Home Registration no 476 SWM. 

This vehicle was stolen from me, transferred into someone else's name and also sold, none of which 
happened with my permission and was done solely by my ex-partner MS Sharon Vera Farrow. I have never 
sighted or signed anything regarding the release or transfer of this vehicle. 

This vehicle was going to be my livelihood and I had put every cent I had .received from a Motor Vehicle 
accident Insurance (Racq) payout into it Including $10,000 worth of sign writing, also I had spent a large 
amount of money rebuilding it up to standard of a Mobile Clinic, it would be valued at more $150,000 to 
have It replaced. This vehicle was to help rebuild my business, Long story short my business has suffered 
from an ongoing legal battle with many large organizations. 

I believe that MS Farrow was looking for original documents, recordings and information relating to the 
outcome of a very series court case of Misconduct and Corruption In Queensland that I had in my 
possession when she stole the Motorhome while I was out of the state, and she then resold the 
motorhome. 

The vehicle was unroadworthy at the time of it being stolen as I was waiting for parts to have it flxed, how 
did MS Farrow get it sold or made roadworthy in such a short time. As I was Interstate at the time the 
vehicle was being removed Illegally from my property a neighbor and a friend rang to Inform me, I 
contacted the Police and they wouldn't do anything about it (I have audio evidence of this) and I could do 
nothing further as I was too far away. 

The motorhome was not the only thing that MS Farrow has stolen from me, she has stolen via a direct 
transfer well over $100,000 from my bank account to her own bank account without my permission or 
authority. MS Farrow has also tried to have a false DVO put on me for stealing her computer and my hard 
drives but I have never received any paperwork regarding this, I have included video evidence showing her 
with the supposedly stolen computer and hard drives holding up no 4, asking what I am going to do about 
it. She has also told lies about me and was trying to destroy my name, my business and my reputation. 

I am prepared to go to whatever lengths I need to, to get this injustice dealt with, finalized, resolved and 
compensation as my life and business has suffered immensely and someone will be held responsible for 
my losses and damages. 

On the 13/10/2015 I sent a letter by registered mail to the Department of Transport Compliments and 
Complaints Dept In Brisbane inquiring about the investigation, and I received an email on the 16/11/2015 
stating that the issue was being Investigated and may take a few weeks. 
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I received another reply on the 22/12/2015 from a Janine Wall. (I have enclosed a copy of both letters.) 

MS wan states that only one signature is needed to transfer the vehicle to anyone, and a Stat Dec is also 

needed. It was not picked up by the customer service officer or MS Wall that the person transferring the 

vehicle is the same person receiving the vehicle and the person signing the Stat Dec is the same person as 

the signature of the JP. Just to clarify MS Farrow is the Disposer, the Acquirer, and the JP that witnessed 

the Stat Dec. Please explain to me how this could possibly be legal? 

I may just mention that MS Farrow is a Law Enforcement Officer firstly in Tasmania as a Police Dog Handler 

and for Queensland, at Brisbane Airport and has often used her uniform as a tool to get her own way and 

intimidate people. There is also a complete section that was not filled out, Section 10 of the Vehicle 

Registration Transfer Application, why was this not picked up by the customer service officer? The 

customer service officer or MS Wall also did not pick up that the date of the signed Drivers License 

verification is 2012, how can this be legal as it is over 3 years old? I found over 20 copies of my license with 

verification stamps on them the same date 2012. MS Wall also states that there is no copy of the letter 

that I hand delivered to the Beenleigh Transport Dept., I have video evidence of me hand delivering the 

letter, it seems to be conveniently lost, covered up, misplaced or destroyed any of the above for 

convenience. Also there are a lot of parts of the paperwork that I was given that are blacked out, by doing 

this it does not show the full story. 

On this note I would like you to Investigate this matter of Fraud and theft with the highest pos.sible regard 

as I don't feel that the transfer or sale of this vehicle is legal by any stretch of the imagination, and all 

parties involved need to be held accountable and be dealt with by the police/ fraud detectives and 

punished accordingly. 

I have enclosed all relevant documentation and correspondence and other paperwork that is connected to 

this issue showing further misconduct and acts of fraudulence and corruption by MS Farrow. 

Please note all correspondence to me should by via mail and email as my phones are often tampered with 

and out of action. 

Yours faithfully 

Chiropractor in Queensland 

I reserve my right. 
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Please complete, tear off and lodge 
over the counter with your article. 
Enquiries: please call 13 POST (13 7678). 

Opu .. ,1al c;1 ,rvices: 

(Sender to [Z] selected services) 

D Extra Cover (Over $700 LIP to $5,000) 
Amount I --· ---· · •-·- ·1 
requited: $ ____________ ______ 11 

Desc 11pt1on 
of contents: ---~- ·- --·-·- -----·--
□ Delivery Confirmation 

D Person to Person 

Additional fee is payable for each service. 

Regis,~ Post - Lodgement Receipt , ✓ / - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 

Item add,os~ · · <;;bt i/ f _ 1 Affix SENDER TO KEEP tab here 
, /J C") ,n I")~ .1 ,,_ \ I 

Company name r,. ,e :")' h I I "--7 rJ, Vl':..::: I- -1-~ _____ ______ 1 

For the ;/l A I ,.--. I ~ l' {[c . 
attention of dVl11(V1.S_-re/' -fer -rt_c,utJ.S1;::?1_r· 
PO Box number /,1 ----i O / ~ r-:{ _;-
or street address 1< e Ct -e vti \ . ~ 1 / W L-- 'e (_ "1:"( 

Suburb D 
or town State ------------------_,,..,...., □~ 
I have read and agree to the information on the reverse side of this receipt 
Sender's I J _ ) l _ _ / Sender's 
name ..._,c>/1"? J~~.,rv signat!J;, }~ 1/., ,L ........._ _Da_t_e ____ _ 

WARNING: This envelo_pe is not suitable for se 
Small rigid items such as keys or coins should be 


